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Abstract

Seismic phase picking, which aims to determine the arrival time of P- and S-
waves according to seismic waveforms, is fundamental to earthquake monitoring.
Generally, manual phase picking is trustworthy, but with the increasing number of
worldwide stations and seismic monitors, it becomes more challenging for human
to complete the task comprehensively. In this work, we explore multiple ways to
do automatic phase picking, including traditional and learning-based methods.

1 Introduction

Seismic phase picking and detection are the first major steps for earthquake localization and further
seismology research. With an increasing number of seismic monitors and waveform data recorded by
them, more efficient and robust tools are in urgent need.

For automatic phase picking, there are two mainstream types of method. One is traditional method[1,
2, 16], which apply well designed filters or matrix to the waveform arrays. Another is learning-
based methods[13, 14, 19], which build machine learning models for the picking task. Network for
multi-station phase picking[5, 8] also appear in recent years.

In this work, we try both traditional and learning-based models to do phase picking and analyze their
performance. Due to time and computing resource constraint, out work mainly focuses on single-trace
phase picking and some of our ideas are not tested, but we also propose them in Sec. 6.

2 Dataset

We use the INSTANCE dataset[12] for training and testing.

2.1 Basic information

The INSTANCE dataset consists of nearly 1.2 million 3-component waveform traces from about
50,000 earthquakes and more than 130,000 noise 3-component waveform traces. The waveform
dataset is accompanied by metadata consisting of more than 100 parameters providing comprehensive
information, and thus is suitable for machine learning analysis.

2.2 Features

In this work, we mainly focus on parameters trace_P_arrival_sample and
trace_S_arrival_sample, which represent the arrival time of P- and S-waves of an
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earthquake. Fig. 1 shows some distributional features of the dataset. In Sec. 4.1, we will further
discuss how the features influence our data building work.

(a) Distribution of arrival time of P- and S-waves.
Some of the waveform traces do not contain S-waves.

(b) Distribution of peak values in three channels (of
100,000 samples). Note that the value on x-axis is
increasing exponentially.

Figure 1: A glance into distributional features of the INSTANCE dataset.

3 Traditional method

A classical traditional phase picking algorithm is AR-AIC model, which is widely used in related
works (e.g. [1, 15]). We apply AR-pick tool from ObsPy[3] to 1,000 samples from INSTANCE and
Tab. 1 shows our result.

Table 1: Result of AR pick. µ and σ are mean and standard deviation of errors (i.e. ground truth - prediction)
in seconds respectively. Pr is precision. Arrival time residuals that are less than threshold are counted as true
positive.

Phase µ σ threshold (s) Pr

0.10 0.34
0.30 0.63

P 0.86 8.84 0.50 0.71
1.00 0.77
2.00 0.80

0.10 0.13
0.30 0.28

S -4.17 17.20 0.50 0.40
1.00 0.64
2.00 0.84

Generally, the performance of AR pick is not satisfying enough. (1) Fig. 1a shows that for most
records, the arrival time are less than 40 seconds, but the mean of error can reach over 4 seconds
for S-wave, which is an error of around 10%. (2) The standard deviation is relatively large, which
demonstrates a lack of robustness. (3) Even when we set a threshold to 2s, Pr value still cannot reach
0.90.

Therefore, AR Pick is not capable of precise phase picking and cannot replace manual phase picking.
A more powerful method is needed.

4 Learning-based method

4.1 Data preprocessing and label designing

The first task to do supervised learning is to build data-label pairs.

As shown in Fig. 2a, the data from INSTANCE have a uniform length of 12,000 samples (120 seconds
with 100Hz sampling rate). But according to Fig. 1a, arrival time of signals are mainly distributed in
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the range of 1,000 - 6,000. So it is reasonable to set a waveform window for training, which means
to take the former 6,000 record samples and drop the rest. In this way we are able to accelerate the
training progress while taking full advantage of the dataset.

Besides, from Fig. 1b, we see a relatively wide range of peak value distribution. So it is not wise to
directly put raw data into the net. We normalize each component by

Unbiasedi = xi − xi,

Normedi =
Unbiasedi

max {|Unbiasedi|}

where i ∈ {E, N, Z} represents a certain channel and xi is the raw value of the i-th component.

(a) A sample from INSTANCE. (b) A labeled example (using Gaussian filter).
Figure 2: An example of data and labeling.

As for labels, an intuitive idea is to treat the phase picking task as a regression problem, and label
each waveform with 2 numbers (arrival time of P- and S- wave). But there are some challenges if
using this method. (1) Not all traces contain both types of wave. Sometimes the station fail to record
S-wave because S-wave cannot travel through the molten outer core of the Earth. Besides, when
coping with pure noise waveform, such labeling seems impossible to be done. (2) The arrival time
has uncertainty and it is improper to see the arrivals as single numbers, so we expect the ground truth
will be centered on the manual picks with some uncertainty.

For this reason, we apply a mask which reach peak value at the manual picked time point and the
nearby data points have reduced values (Fig. 2b shows an example labeled by Gaussian filters. We
also try triangle and box filters in our experiment), representing the probability of arrival. Data points
other than arrival of P- and S-waves are considered noise. Thus the probability distribution of noise
can be calculated by

Probnoise = 1− ProbP − ProbS,

where Prob means the probability of each class.

4.2 Models

4.2.1 CNN-based model: PhaseNet

The architecture of PhaseNet (Fig. 3) is modified from U-net[14], with 4 down-sampling and 4
up-sampling stages. 1-D convolutions and ReLU activations are applied inside each stage. A skip
connection that directly concatenates the left output to the right layer is also used to improve
convergence. In the last layer, the softmax function is used to calculate probabilities of noise, P-wave
and S-wave.
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Figure 3: PhaseNet architecture (layer dimensions modified by us) from [19].

4.2.2 Attention-based model: EQTransformer

As shown in Fig. 4, EQTransformer consists of a deep encoder and three separate decoders that detect
earthquake, pick P- and S-wave respectively.

4.3 Loss

The loss function is defined as cross-entropy between the ground truth distribution (y) and predicted
distribution (y′) to measure the divergence between them:

L(y, y′) = −
3∑

i=1

∑
sample points

yi(x) log(y
′
i(x) + ε),

where i = 1, 2, 3 represents noise, P- and S-wave. ε is added to avoid taking the logarithm of 0 and is
set to 1E-5 in our experiment.

5 Experiment

The experiment progress does not go as smooth as expected.

We first try to implement and train PhaseNet. Since it is originally designed to cope with waveform
with a length of 3,000, we do a dimension modification first (see Fig. 3). However, it is strange that
the model does not converge correctly. We manage to print out the predicted result and find that all
values of probabilities of P- and S-waves are 0, which means the model seems to regard all sample
points as noise. We have made lots of efforts to solve this, such as adding/removing layers (like
Dropout and BatchNormalization), trying different strategies to preprocess the data, trying different
sets of kernel sizes, increase the weights of wave layers when computing loss, etc. Yet eventually the
problem remains unsolved.

There is also a possibility that there are bugs in our training progress due to our lack of deep learning
practical experience on such a large dataset.

As for EQTransformer, we also implement a PyTorch version and manage to fit the pretrained model
into our torch version implementation. Though not trained on INSTANCE, the result (see Tab. 2) still
beat AR Pick on this dataset, which shows a high generalization and reliability of learning-based
picker.
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Figure 4: EQTransformer architecture (taken from [13]).

Table 2: Comparison of EQTransformer and AR Pick. µ and σ are mean and standard deviation of errors (i.e.
ground truth - prediction) in seconds respectively. Pr, Re, F1 are precision, recall and F1-score. Arrival time
residuals that are less than ∆t = 0.5s are counted as true positive. When using AR Pick, we simply enforce it to
predict the arrival time of both P- and S-wave, no matter whether there is corresponding wave. So Re and F1 of
AR Pick are meaningless here.

Phase Model µ σ Pr Re F1

P AR Pick 0.86 8.84 0.71 - -
EQTransformer -0.27 4.18 0.76 1.00 0.86

S AR Pick -4.17 17.20 0.40 - -
EQTransformer -0.39 5.37 0.61 0.88 0.72

Fig. 5 shows some visualized results of EQTransformer and AR Pick. In each figure, only the E
channel of waveform is shown. We can clearly understand how noise influences the prediction. When
there is little noise (Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b), both models work well. When noise gets stronger (Fig. 5c
and Fig. 5d), AR Pick may fail to give a correct prediction. If the amplitude of noise is very close
to the waves (Fig. 5e and Fig. 5f), both models cannot deal with the condition very well, and it is
also challenging for humans to pick the phases out if only given single trace. This is the reason why
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we need multi-trace based phase picking techniques. Through analyzing the waveforms of the same
earthquake recorded by multiple stations, the models are able to get more robust to noise.

(a) Slight noise, both models work well.

(b) Almost no noise, both models work well

(c) AR Pick cheated by noise.
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(d) AR Pick cheated by noise.

(e) Strong noise, EQTransformer cannot find waves and AR Pick gives a wrong prediction.

(f) Distribution of peak values in three channels (of 100,000 samples). Note that the value on x-axis is
increasing exponentially.

Figure 5: Strong noise, EQTransformer cannot find waves and AR Pick gives wrong predictions.
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6 Discussion

Some of our ideas to solve the phase picking problem will be introduced in this section. Since the
attempts to fix and finetune PhaseNet takes up too much time and effort, these ideas still remain
untried and untested.

6.1 Ideas on single-trace phase picking

Transformer and Attention[17] has been widely used in sequence processing and even image
classification[6]. EQTransformer and some other recent models[10, 11] also introduces several
Attention blocks into their net. Transformer is proved to be a strong tool, and we notice that in many
researching fields, convolution-free and Transformer-only architectures have been raised and can rank
top[4, 7, 9, 18]. We do not find similar works in the field of seismic phase picking and we wonder
what a pure transformer net will bring to this task.

6.2 Ideas on multi-trace phase picking

An important concern is that in manual phase picking process, humans would use waveform data
from multiple stations to determine whether an ambiguous case should be mapped to a seismic phase.
As we learned from the EdgePhase[8], we may use Graph to illustrate the relation between stations,
like, determine stations as neighbors if their distance is less than 100 km, and if neighbors consistently
get a noise-like wave, the probabilities that it may be from a seismic phase are higher. Also we need
to use single trace network to get the ambiguous information about the wave we detect.Then we can
integrate the information in the nearby area to a more precise and reliable summary.
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